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Abstract. Fully Convolutional Siamese (SiamFC) network has been widely used in object tracking community due to its high speed. This kind of trackers utilize off-line trained fully convolutional network to
conduct similarity estimation between exemplar image and search image. Generally, SiamFC based trackers
keep the ground-truth of targets in first frame as exemplar image during the whole sequence. However, it
is significant to learn the appearance variation for robust tracking. In this paper, we propose an efficient
online training method for SiamFC network. Firstly, we construct SiamFC networks using public CNNs
pre-trained on ImageNet such as AlexNet, VGGNet, ResNet. The SiamFC Network can be fine-tured endto-end via the loss between current score map and template score map while tracking. We further define
tracking confidence and update the template score map according to tracking confidence. In addition, we
show that SiamFC network with our online training method can also achieve real-time tracking. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method can promote performance of SiamFC tracker.
Keywords: Object tracking, SiamFC network, online training

1

Introduction

Object tracking is one of the most significant research fields in computer vision, which requires trackers to locate
targets in subsequent frames equipped with ground-truth in first frame. Although researchers have made great
process in recent decades, it is still a challenging to promote accuracy and robustness of trackers on Illumination
Variation (IV), Deformation (DEF), In-Plane Rotation (IPR) and Out-of-Plane Rotation (OPR).
Since Correlation Filter (CF) was investigated into object tracking community in [2], this efficient algorithm
has appealed to a number of researchers. In [8], Henriques et al. utilized circulant matrices to encode translation
of targets. Consequently, the solution of kernel ridge regression can be converted to a simple form by Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT). They further explained how to use multi-channel features in CF based tracker and
proposed Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF). Danelljan et al. [4] proposed Color Name (CN) feature by means
of Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and used it to describe colorful information in correlation filter. Li et
al. [11] investigated size pool and resized search image different size to solve scale variation of targets. Danelljan
et al. [3] also used scale pyramid to conduct scale estimation. To handle occlusion, Li et al. divided targets into
several patches and tracked them individually. Qiao’s team in [13, ?] utilized correlation filter to track both
targets and background patches and inferred occlusion state.
Recently, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has achieved amazing performance in computer vision tasks
such as image recognition [9, 16, 7], image segmentation [12, 15] and object detection [14, 6]. Bertinetto et al. in
[1] investigated Fully Convolutional Siamese (SiamFC) network into object tracking community, which is pretrained on ImageNet with image pairs. The SiamFC network treats object tracking task as similarity learning
problem and calculate similarity between exemplar image and search image. In [5], Dong et al. trained SiamFC
network with triplet loss function. In [10], Li et al. combined SiamFC network with Region Proposal Network
(RPN) and adjusted adjusted target position via bounding box regression.
It is significant to learning appearance variation of targets during tracking. In correlation filter based tracking
algorithm, target template can be efficiently updated benefiting from the linearity of DFT and dot-product.
Most of correlation filter trackers update template by linear interpolation with learning rate. While SiamFC
based trackers only keeps ground-truth for target in first frame as template since activation function is nolinear. Although correlation filter has been integrated into SiamFC network in [17], it is also proved that the
performance of SiamFC network with and without correlation filter are equal when it contains more than two
convolutional layers.
In this paper, we propose an efficient online training method for SiamFC network using pre-trained on
ImageNet. Firstly we regard the score map of ground-truth in first frame and corresponding search image as
template score map. To take full advantage of end-to-end training, we define loss function which is the difference
?
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between current score map and template score map. We also define tracking confidence criterion to estimate
the tracking state. When tracking confidence is high, the SiamFC network will be online fine-tuned and the
template score map will be updated.
In summary, our contributions in this paper are as follow:
– We proposed an efficient online training method for SiamFC network via loss between current score map
and template score map.
– We define a tracking confidence criterion and update template score map with high tracking confidence.
– We construct SiamFC networks via public pre-trained CNNs and apply our proposed method to them.
– Experimental results demonstrate that SiamFC networks equipped our online training method outperforms
baselines and achieve real-time.

2

Online Training Method

Fig. 1. Framework of online training for SiamFC network.

2.1

Overview

In this section, we demonstrate our proposed efficient online training method in detail. As show in Fig. 1,
exemplar image and search image are input into SiamFC network and score map is output by cross-correlation.
The loss between current score map and template score map will be back propagated to fine-tune convolutional
layers when tracking confidence is high. In addition, template score map will also be updated according to
tracking confidence.
In Sec. 2.2, we will briefly review SiamFC network in object tracking. In Sec. 2.3, we will define loss function
for online training and demonstrate how to conduct back propagation. In Sec. 2.4, we will define tracking
confidence criterion to estimate tracking states. In Sec. 2.5, we show the updating equation for template score
map.
2.2

SiamFC Network

SiamFC network treats object tracking as image matching tasks and learns a similarity metric off-line with
image pairs. This network contains two CNN branches shared same parameters in order to extract convolutional
features of both exemplar image and search image. Generally, exemplar image regarded as target template is
the ground-truth in first frame and search image is cropped from next tracked frame. The process of feature
extracting can be expressed as:
Zf = ϕ(Z)
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Xf = ϕ(X)

3

(2)

where Z and X denote exemplar image and search image respectively, Zf and Xf are corresponding convolutional feature maps, ϕ denotes feature extracting branch.
In SiamFC network, cross-correlation is employed to calculate the similarity between exemplar image and
candidates in search image. That is:
R = Zf ∗ Xf = ϕ(Z) ∗ ϕ(X)
(3)
where ∗ denotes cross-correlation, R denotes score map.
While tracking, z is the ground-truth in first frame and x is the search image centered on target in last
frame. The new position of target is estimated by the maximum value in R
2.3

Online Training for SiamFC Network

Most of SiamFC trackers keeps the ground-truth in first frame as exemplar during whole sequence, which means
zf is invariant. However, it is necessary for trackers to learn appearance variation of targets during tracking,
that is fine-tuning parameters of SiamFC network online.
A key component for end-to-end training is loss between output from network and label. Unlike pre-defined
label map Y which only contains +1 and −1, we use real output from SiamFC network. Given that tracker is
only equipped with ground-truth of first frame, we define score map in first frame as template score map. After
tracking one frame, the SiamFC network can be online trained with loss function:
(i)

l(Rt , Rc ) = −

X

(i)

rt log

rt

(i)

rc

(i)

rt ∈ Rt

rc(i) ∈ Rt

(4)

where Rt is template score map, Rc is current score map from exemplar image and new tracker position.
P (i)
P (i)
Before calculating loss, Rt , Rc have been normalized to ensure
rt =
rc = 1. In fact, this loss function
is Kullback-Leibler divergence which is a measurement of how one probability distribution is different from
another. We regarded Rt as expected distribution and Rc is real distribution. Notice that Rc will not be equal
to Rt due to the search images in subsequent frames are different from in first frame, we convert the loss function
to:

l(Rt , Rc ) l(Rt , Rc ) > Tl
l=
(5)
0 l(Rt , Rc ) < Tl
where Tl is called zero loss threshold. From Eq. 5 we can see that if loss is below than Tl , it will be set to zero.
The loss can be back propagated easily. In fact, cross-correlation can be regarded as single channel convolution
without padding, which means Zf is kernel and Xf is feature map. The gradients of Zf and Xf can be calculated
by:
∂l
∂l ∂R
∂l
=
=
∗ Xf
(6)
∂Zf
∂R ∂Zf
∂R
∂l
∂l ∂R
∂l
)
=
= rot(Zf ) ∗ pad(
∂Xf
∂R ∂Xf
∂R

(7)

where rot(·) means rotating 180 degree and pad(·) means padding zero.
2.4

Tracking Confidence Criterion

Tracking confidence criterion is used to monitor tracking status. There are two commonly used criterions: one
is peak value, the other is Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) [2]. We define relative peak P eakr and relative PSR
P SRr to normalize them:
P eakr = min(1,

P eak(Rc )
)
P eak(Rt )

P SRr = min(1,

P SR(Rc )
)
P SR(Rt )

(8)

Obviously, P eakr and P SRr are both belong to (0, 1). We further define Joint Criterion of Peak and PSR
(JCPP):
JCP P = λP eakr + (1 − λ)P SRr
(9)
where λ ∈ (0, 1) is weight factor. Therefore, JCRR is also belongs to (0, 1). Only if JCRR is greater than
threshold Tc , the SiamFC network will be online trained.
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Fig. 2. Overall performance on OTB2013. ”OT” means online training.

Fig. 3. Attribute-based performance on OTB2013. ”OT” means online training.

2.5

Template Score Map Update

Template score map is regarded as ground-truth in online training. While tracking, it will be updated by score
map with high tracking confidence to follow the appearance variation of targets.
Rtnew = (1 − α)Rt + αRc

(10)

where α is updating rate. It can be calculated by:
α=

JCP P − Tc
1 − Tc

(11)

From Eq. 11 we can see:
– If JCP P = 1, Rt will be replaced by Rc ;
– if Tc < JCP P < 1, Rtnew is weighted combination of Rt and Rc ;
– if JCP P < T , Rt will not be updated.

3
3.1

Experiments
Set up

Backstone We use pre-trained AlexNet, VGGNet-19, Inception-v3 and ResNet-34 from torchvision 0.2.0. We
remove fully connection layers and utilize convolutional layers to construct SiamFC network. Given that object
tracking requires higher resolution feature map, we adjust these networks:
–
–
–
–

Alexnet: we adjust the stride of first conv-layer to 2 and remove the last pooling layer;
VGGNet-19: we remove the forth max-pooling layer and the fifth conv-block;
Inception-v3: we remove the inception 6;
ResNet-34: we adjust the stride of forth conv-block to 1 and remove the fifth conv-block.

Implementary details Our experiments are implemented on NVIDIA GTX TITAN X using PyTorch 0.3.0.
In online training phase, we use SGD optimizer with momentum 0.9 and conduct 4 iterations for once training.
Exemplar image and search image are resized to 127 ∗ 127 and 255 ∗ 255 respectively. λ is 0.5. Threshold Tl , Tc
are 1 and 0.7 respectively.
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Fig. 4. Qualitative results. Yellow: Alexnet, blue: VGGNet-19, green: ResNet-34, red: Inception-v3. Solid and dash line
denote SiamFC with and without online training respectively. From top to bottom: MotorRolling, Football, Basketball
and Bolt.

3.2

Benchmark

We use OTB2013 [18] to evaluated our proposed online training framework. In OTB2013, there are 50 videos,
51 objects with 11 attributes such as: Illumination Variation, Deformation, In Plane Rotation.
There are two metrics in OTB2013: success plot and precision plot. Success plot is ratio of Overlap Ratio
(OR) greater than threshold from 0 to 1 and precision plot is ratio of Center Location Error (CLE) smaller than
threshold from 0 to 50. Generally, the Area Under Curve (AUC) of success plot is success score and precision
under 20 pixels is precision scores.
3.3

Quantitative Results

Overall performance Fig. 2 shows overall performance of evaluated trackers. We can see that all SiamFC
trackers with online training method outperform baselines both in success plot and precision plot. It promotes
11.1% success score and 13.1% precision score for Inception-v3. It also promotes 4.3%, 3.0%, 7.5% success scores
and 4.1%, 4.5%, 9.7% precision scores for VGGNet-19, ResNet-34 and AlexNet.
Attribute-based performance We also demonstrate attribute-based performance on illumination variation,
deformation, out-of-plane rotation and in-plane rotation in Fig. 3. Trackers with online training can learn
variation of targets during tracking. Therefore, they achieve higher scores on these sequences than baselines
who only keep ground-truth in first frame as target template.
3.4

Qualitative Results

We show qualitative results in Fig. 4. SiamFC trackers can locate more targets with online training. In sequence
MotorRolling and Basketball, SiamFC tracker using AlexNet lose targets while it tracks successfully equipped
with online training method. In sequence MotorRolling and Football, online training method avoid Inception-v3
misled by background or other objects. Also in sequence Bolt, ResNet-34 and VGGNet-19 keep tracking Bolt
benefitting from online training.
3.5

Speed Analysis

Table 3.5 present FPS of each evaluated tracker. The more parameters the backstone contains, the smaller the
FPS is. The online training method will slow down tracking speed slightly. However, SiamFC tracker with online
training can also achieve real-time (greater than 25 FPS) tracking easily.
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Table 1. FPS of evaluated trackers.

Without Online Training With Online Training
Tracker FPS
Real time
FPS
Real time
Alexnet 121
True
103
True
Inception-v3 100
True
84
True
ResNet-34 93
True
81
True
VGGNet-19 67
True
59
True
4

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient online training method for SiamFC network. It can be fine-tuned with
loss function between current score map and template score map in case of high tracking confidence. We also
update template score map via tracking confidence. Experimental results demonstrate SiamFC trackers with
proposed online training method outperform baseline and achieve real-time.
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